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Vision

Strengthened women’s leadership for a democratic,
just and prosperous nation.

Mission Statement

To strengthen the participation of women in all spheres
through capacity development, partnership building
and strategic community engagement

Core Values
i. Justice &Equality
ii. Respect
iii. Diversity
iv. Integrity

Abbreviations
CAF		

County Assemblies Forum

CPST		

Centre for Parliamentary Studies and Training

CSOs		

Civil Society Organizations

EAC		

East Africa Community

HRBA

Human Rights Based Approach

ICT		

Information, Communication and Technology

IPU		

Inter-Parliamentary Union

KEWOPA

Kenya Women Parliamentary Association

KRA		

Key Result Areas

KSG		

Kenya School of Government

MDAs

Ministries, Departments and Agencies

MERL		

Monitoring, Evaluation, Research and Learning

MTP		

Medium Term Plan

NDI		

National Democratic Institute

OWGs		

Open Working Groups

SDGs		

Sustainable Development Goals

UNDAF		

United Nations Development Assistance Framework

UN Women

United Nations entity for gender equality and women empowerment
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Forward

T

his strategic plan has been developed at a
critical juncture of women’s empowerment
in Kenya and East Africa. The Women’s Rights
Movement in Kenya has grown considerably
in the past 20-30 years, in terms of numbers,
programs and activities all aimed at ensuring gender
equality in social, cultural, economic and political
environment.
The Kenyan woman, over time has metamorphosed
from a stereotypically defined being to an individual
with credible measure of decision-making
authority which goes beyond issues of subsistence
to political and economic choice. The foregoing
notwithstanding, she is constantly faced by myriad
of impediments which as KEWOPA we intend to
address using this Strategic Plan.
Therefore, the clamor for gender equality and women’s empowerment, in a democratic and
just society is not just an idea but a reality which we must all embrace for its time is now. It
cannot be postponed. The women of Kenya are now occupying new heights, greater and
wider socio-economic and political spaces right from the Counties to the National levels
and demanding for new and dynamic terms of engagement with everyone.
On behalf of KEWOPA, I therefore reach out to membership, fellow women, men, youth and
all our stakeholders in our beautiful country and beyond the borders for mutual support
in ideas and resources. In so doing, we shall achieve sustainable and prosperous growth in
all sectors as ONE.

Hon. Purity Ngirici
Chairperson, Kenya Women Parliamentary Association (KEWOPA)
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Executive Summary

omen’s representation is not just desirable; it is critical to the holistic
development of a country. KEWOPA, currently with a membership of 97 women
parliamentarians, is an archetype of what women bring to the decision making
tables- different perspectives based on individual experiences and outlook.
KEWOPA focuses not just on ‘women’s’ issues but reflect strains that together
help to form a coherent and inclusive society. Clearly, unless women achieve equal status
within governance structures neither will the democratic bases get strengthened nor will
crucial social and political reforms be expedited. Effective women’s participation would
influence a number of parameters of governance. While historical inequalities shaping social
institutions and political processes have not favoured women’s representation in Kenyan
elections, their participation in electoral processes leading to gender representation has
been acknowledged as a crucial factor in influencing a country’s growth agenda.
KEWOPA’s approach to gender equality and women empowerment is not only that each
person is intrinsically valuable but also recognizes the unequal access due to historical
disadvantages that have been created by social norms and hierarchies leading to
discrimination based on gender. The women of Kenya face unique challenges which
require targeted approaches to guarantee equal opportunity and comprehensive
protection against all forms of discrimination. KEWOPA will continuously champion for a
strong, water tight statutory framework to give women full and equal rights as espoused
by the Constitution of Kenya.
This strategic plan is premised on political and ideological goodwill and seeks to inform
the implementation of constitutional rights for the benefits of women in and outside of
elective leadership, guided by five (5) Key Result Areas (KRAs) which are as follows:
1.
Strengthening capacities of the Members and the Secretariat for effective delivery
of their core functions
2.
Shaping and Influencing Legislative Agenda, Retention and augmentation of
Women In Parliament
3.
Human Capital Development
4.
Brand Visibility
5.
Effective Resource Mobilization for Sustainability
The proposed strategies will be employed simultaneously to effect institutional, systemic,
socio-cultural and political measures that frame women’s real access to public space now
and in the future.
KEWOPA purposes to reach out to like minded Civil Society Organizations, Patriotic
Citizens, germane Government of Kenya MDAs, Regional and International Parliamentary
and Governance bodies and Development partners to mobilize material, technical and
financial resources to a tune of Ksh 445.7 million to finance various strategic programs in
the period 2019-2023.
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Chapter 1
1.0 Introduction and Background
1.1

Kenya Women Parliamentary Association (KEWOPA)

The Kenya Women Parliamentary Association (KEWOPA) is a caucus of Women
Parliamentarians in Kenya established and registered in 2001 under the Registrar of
Societies. Its membership is drawn from the sitting women parliamentarians i.e. from
the National Assembly (Single Constituency Members, County Women Members and
nominated Women Members) and the Senate comprising of the elected and nominated
women Senators. The current membership comprises of 23 Single Constituency Members,
47 County Women Members, 3 elected Women Senators, 6 Nominated Members of the
National Assembly and 18 nominated Women Senators.
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80

11th Parliament
12th Parliament

12

3

KEWOPA is uniquely positioned as a go-to-organization in the sense that the membership
sit in the highest decision making organ in the country-the Legislature. Further the
membership is entrusted with the duty of representing the citizenry in economic and
social development as well as playing an oversight role over the Executive arm of the
government. This unique mandate , if well utilized will coordinate, assist and fast track the
realization of the socio-economic and political development agenda of the nation by the
women leaders.
KEWOPA subscribes to the belief that women just like men, have equal rights to participate
in all aspects of governance of Kenya country, and are therefore committed to ensuring
that the country’s policy and legislative frameworks redress gender disparities and other
injustices that undermine sustainable development.

1.2

Achievements (2014-2018)

An introspective view of the KEWOPA members in the 11th Parliament reveals that
collectively, the membership achieved a myriad of milestones attributed to their core
functions- representation, legislation and oversight.
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Legislative Achievements

Other Key Successes

Contributed towards the realization of
the family Bills:- Marriage Act 2014, the
Matrimonial Properties Act 2013 and
Protection Against Domestic Violence Act,
Access to Information Act.
County Governments Amendment Act
2012 to give effect to the nomination and
harmonization of the swearing in of the
special interest representatives at the
County Assemblies
Spearheading the push for the realization
of the two thirds gender principle
legislative framework.
Reproductive Health Care Bill, Food
Security Bill, IVF Bill, Victim Protection Bill,
Sexual Offenses (Amendment) Bill, The
Natural Resources (Benefit Sharing) Bill,
The Employment (Amendment) Bill, The
Self-help Associations Bill, The National
Hospital Insurance Fund (Amendment)
Bill, The County Library Services Bill,
Persons with Disabilities (Amendment)
Bill, Engineering Technology Bill, Counter
Trafficking in Persons Bill and National
Youth Service Bill.
Developed a Members Handbook on
Sexual and Reproductive Health and
Rights to create awareness to MPs on the
Sexual Reproductive Health Bill in Senate.

Developed and launched the 2014-2018
Strategic Plan.

1.3

Creation of the KEWOPA County Caucus
Chapters - 37 counties

Capacity building for women county
assembly members on the budget making
process for 27 counties.
Support for women aspirants for the 2017
elections

Mentorship of over 500 young women
leaders and women members of county
assembly by the former and current
KEWOPA members
FGM Caucus within KEWOPA spearheaded
the “Obligation to protect campaign” in 17
counties.

The Strategic Planning Process and Context

KEWOPA is a dynamic institution with perpetual succession after every election cycle in
Kenya since its inception in 2001. Cognizant of the political environment in which the
institution operates (political party affiliations and ideologies, National Assembly and
Senate, elected and nominated, constituencies and counties, special interest groups
among others), it is imperative to provide a common platform with the sole purpose of
carrying the National Women Leaders’ aspirations and agenda to help the women leaders
win as one.
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Therefore, this strategic plan is goal-based and adopted the following seven-step planning
process:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

1.4
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

1.5

Strategic analysis to identify and prioritize Key Result Areas (KRAs);
Design major strategies ( programs) to address goals;
Updated vision, mission, core values and Theory of Change;
Established action plans;
Development of annual work plans;
Quantification of strategies/annual and multi-year budgets;
Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL).

The purpose for this Strategic Plan

Identify priority areas, set specific targets, define strategies and policy measures
required to attain KEWOPA’s Key Result Areas in the period 2018-2022.
To provide the big push and bring to fruition all the identified programmes and
initiatives including the MTP III, SGDs 2015-2030 including the President’s National
Agenda (Big 4) to catalyze women’s empowerment for Kenya’s economic and social
transformation.
Provide a road map for the KEWOPA Executive, Members and the Secretariat to
follow through to achieve the organizational vision.
Identify the partners and stakeholders to assist in the implementation, monitoring
and evaluation of KEWOPA projects.
Outline the strategies required to ensure availability of sustainable resources and
capacities

Contextual Framework, Situation and Organizational
Assessment

The Kenya Women Parliamentary Association (KEWOPA) is a cross party and non-partisan
parliamentary caucus for women legislators both at the National and County levels
established to inspire and equip women to participate in political leadership in Kenya.
KEWOPA plays a central role in transforming the lives of women in the areas of governance
and economic growth within a peaceful and secure environment.
In view of the current KEWOPA operating environment which is marked by structured
government efforts towards attaining Vision 2030 development blue print under Medium
Term Plan (MTP III), Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) 2015-2030, United Nations
Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) 2018-2022, United National Security Council
Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 on women peace and security, Beijing Platform for Action,
national action plans and the Constitution of Kenya 2010, it is critical that the institution
measures up in its abilities to deliver to the membership and Kenyan public.

10
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1.5.1 Internal Assessment (SWOT Analysis)
Strengths

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

National organization
Effective Secretariat
Goodwill from an array of stakeholders
Engagement with the County
Assemblies (established county
caucuses)
Capabilities in program delivery
Individual member’s expertise and
experiences
Budget absorption capacities
Good rapport with the public
Local and international recognition
Good rapport with the media coupled
with high mainstream media coverage
and social media presence

•
•
•
•
•
•

Inadequate funding/ financial
constraints
High staff turnover due to inadequate
financial resources
Inadequate technical capacity in
research, media, economics and law.
Inadequate number of staff in most of
the departments
High Member turnover during
elections
Low visibility at grassroots level
Lack of permanent membership
resulting in high turnover of members

Opportunities

Threats

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Increased numbers of women in
parliament and other leadership levels
Changing perceptions towards women
leadership
Changing legal environment allowing
for increased and equal women
participation and gender equality at all
levels
Technological advancements
Presence of devolved structures

Apathy from some members
Elusive unity of purpose
Dwindling donor support
Inadequate guidelines spelling the
relationship between KEWOPA and
County Caucus Chapters
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1.5.2. External Assessment
i.

Synopsis of guiding documents

Constitution of
Kenya (CoK), 2010

Provides the overarching legal framework upon which equality,
inclusion and participation of both gender in economic, social,
cultural and political spheres are anchored. This forms the
foundation upon which KEWOPA shall operate.
Outlines an increase in efforts towards realization of Kenya’s
constitutional priorities and its targets on human rights.

United Nations
Development
Assistance
Framework (UNDAF) UNDAF first strategic priority amplifies transformative
2018-2022
governance, respect for the rule of law, improved security, and
effective implementation of devolution for a peaceful, secure,
cohesive, equitable and prosperous Kenya.
Recommends for adoption of gender mainstreaming as a
strategy to identify and address stereotypical cultural norms
and structures that sustain gender inequality and then
facilitating change that is both institutional and systemic.
Vision 2030 Medium Aims to make Kenya a globally competitive and prosperous
Term Plan (MTP) III
country with a high quality of life by 2030 anchored on
2018-2022
Economic, Social and Political Pillars.

The implementation of the framework is to be supported by
policy, legal, institutional and structural reforms that will be
implemented by the Government to maintain macroeconomic
stability, strong governance institutions, improve business
environment, transparent and accountable use of public
resources.

‘Big 4
Transformative
Agenda

12

 Value addition to raise the manufacturing sector’s share of
GDP to 15 per cent by 2022
 Food security and improve nutrition to all Kenyans by 2022
 Providing Universal Health Coverage
 Providing at least 500,000 affordable new houses to Kenyans
by 2022
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ii.

Link between MTP III & SDGS

Vision 2030/
MTP III

SDGs 2015-2030

Economic Pillar- To
maintain a sustained
economic growth of
10% p.a.

Goal 1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere
Goal 2: End hunger, enhance food security and improve nutrition and
promote sustainable agriculture
Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all
Goal 10: Reduce inequality within the country

Social pillar- A just
and cohesive society
enjoying equitable
social development
in a clean and secure
environment

Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote
lifelong learning opportunities for all
Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
Goal 6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and
sanitation for all
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern
energy for all
Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation
Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable
Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts

Political PillarAn issue-based,
people-centered,
result-oriented,
and accountable
democratic political
system

Goal 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable

development, provide access to justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
Goal 17: Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize
the global partnership for sustainable development
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iii.

Stakeholders’ Observations about KEWOPA

Subject

Commendation

Visibility and
communication

 KEWOPA occupies a very unique position to push for gender
equality in all spheres in terms of legislation. However, this
opportunity has not been utilized comprehensively
 Need to communicate the great work women legislators are
doing in parliament deliberately and continuously for it to
be in the public domain
 Collaborate efforts to profile KEWOPA corporately and to
individuals
 Demonstrate commitment and consistency to the women
rights movement
 Publication of quarterly newsletters both online and print
about KEWOPA’s work and individual members efforts

Resource
Mobilization

 KEWOPA has the ability as a national organization to attract
more resources and even do sub-granting
 Members need to be more active in partner engagement to
enhance the organizational reputation and attract support
 Develop and adopt a multi-year funding plan
 Create an endowment fund to attract philanthropy support

political party and
parliamentary
participation

 Need to consolidate their voice in parliament
 Mitigate against political parties interference especially
when it comes to appointments within parliamentary
committees
 Need to redeem the County Woman Representative position
– leverage it with governorship, by interacting with county
assemblies and supporting them
 Develop motions and amendments to key laws such as
electoral laws on electoral reforms

14
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Partnership and
networking

 Identify male allies and strategically work together with
them.
 Strengthen the Secretariat to be the face of the organization.
It is too lean.
 Develop a partnership strategy to guide its relations with
partners.
 Harmonize and manage conflicts between KEWOPA
caucuses.
 Institutionalize periodic exchange forums for sharing ideas,
reports, experiences with the women movement.
 Open up membership especially to the former members to
share expertise/advisory role and help in mentorship.
 2/3 gender journey has taken long that there is need to
expedite its achievement - KEWOPA needs to lead from the
front and reach out to grassroots organizations.
 Hold structured (well organized and calendar events)
donor roundtables, Presidential Roundtables, Private sector
roundtables and women leadership conferences.

Capacity to
discharge mandate

 Enhance engagements with the Centre for Parliamentary
Studies and Training (CPST).
 Ensure that the National Assembly and Senate are gender
mainstreamed in their processes, methods and work- as a
model national institution.
 Targeted capacity building of members to discharge their
mandate.
 Strengthen the mentorship agenda with a clear strategy and
curriculum.

KEWOPA Strategic Plan 2019 - 2023
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iv.

Resource Pool 2014-2018
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Chapter 2
2.0 The Strategy 2019 – 2023
2.1

The KEWOPA Philosophy:

KEWOPA is a diverse institution with regards to her membership which spans across the
National Assembly and Senate. This miscellany brings about diversity of thoughts in terms
of issues, perspectives and innovative solutions. Further, our pride in diversity provides
an opportunity for better governance and organizational performance, leveraging on
human capital brought about the caucus membership and overall being an epitome of
representation taking into consideration the needs of women, children and families.
This section therefore, discusses the vision and mission statements and core values which
will guide KEWOPA over this strategic plan period 2019 – 2023.

Vision

Strengthened women’s leadership for a democratic, just and prosperous nation.

Mission statement:

To strengthen the participation of women in all spheres through capacity development,
partnership building and strategic community engagement

Core values
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

2.2
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

Justice & Equality
Respect
Diversity
Integrity

Thematic Areas of focus

Legislative and oversight function: To enhance the individual and collective
legislation function of Members of Parliament (MP), advance oversight skills-set,
develop leadership skills to increase their participation in parliamentary business
and develop diplomatic and interactive capacities of the members.
Representative function: To boost the individual and collective representative
functions of Women MP’s with regard to constituency and county development
and management and continuous engagement with the citizenry on policy and
community issues.
Political party function: To advance the members participation in political party
activities including participating actively on party platforms and party policy
development.
Institutional strengthening: To enhance the institutional capacity of the secretariat
to promote and facilitate the members in the discharge of their functions.

KEWOPA Strategic Plan 2019 - 2023
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2.3

KEWOPA Key Result Areas (KRAs) 2019 – 2023

This strategic plan is developed based on five (5) Key Result Areas (KRAs) that have been
identified as the organizational goals over the next 5 years and the basis for which all
activities shall be established. The KRAs are formulated to be in line with the mission
statement and will be pursued towards realizing the KEWOPA vision.

KEWOPA KRAs (2019 – 2023)
1:
Strengthening capacities of the
Members and the Secretariat for
effective delivery of their core
functions

2:
Shaping and Influencing
Legislative Agenda, Retention
and Augmentation of Women In
Parliament

3:
Human Capital Development

4:
Brand Visibility

5:
Effective Resource
Mobilization for Sustainability
Each of the KRAs above is in the next section of this Strategic Plan discussed to describe
the strategies that will be formulated to ensure that each KRA is realized. The strategies
are thereafter expounded upon in the implementation matrix contained in Chapter 3
wherefore each strategy is aligned with a set of activities with the specific outputs and
desired outcomes.

KRA 1:

Strengthening capacities of the Members and the Secretariat for
effective delivery of their core functions

Members of Parliament are tasked with 3 critical functions i.e. Legislation, Representation
and Oversight. Legislation’ entails formulating, reviewing and contributing to the passage
or amendments of laws which form the country’s legal framework, while ‘oversight’ refers
to keeping an eye on the activities of the executive, holding the executive to account with
regard to public investments, finances, government activities and public entities. Simply
put checks and balances. Representation ensures that the constituent’s views and opinions
are expressed and taken into consideration.
In building and strengthening capacities of its members in legislation, KEWOPA shall
work with development partners, parliamentary training institutions as well as high
ranking, experienced, local and international consultants to initiate, run and sustain

18
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capacity building programs in legislation, legislative
parliamentary and political processes among other
areas. For representation, the secretariat shall have
programs and activities that will create forums
of interaction between the constituents and the
members consisting of Members of National Assembly
(MNAs) elected and nominated and Senators. Capacity
building initiatives shall also be scaled down to the
County Assemblies through their women’s caucuses to
empower and enable them to effectively carry out their
functions at the county level.

Core functions:
Legislation
Representation
Oversight
“For women to be effective
parliamentarians, they
must clearly understand the
functions of the legislature,
the rules of the game both
the written and unwritten
codes, and the procedures
and mechanisms for getting
things done.

To enhance efficiency and effectiveness in conducting
its day-to-day functions, KEWOPA shall form within its
membership sectoral /Open Working Groups (OWGs)
that shall be fully functional units with adequate
resources including budgets and human resources.
The OWGs shall have clear mandates based on their
Madeline K. Albright
sectors of focus and shall form strategic units through
Chairperson, BoD – NDI
which KEWOPA can establish broaden and deepen
relationships with sectoral stakeholders as well as
provide forums for greater interaction with the public.
To achieve the foregoing, the Secretariat must be fully supported, enhanced and
capacitated. As a result, effective management of KEWOPA equals to effective performance
and delivery of its core functions which are necessary to sustain the organization, attract
support and exert all the necessary influence in the complex and diverse issues in our
society.

KEWOPA Strategic Plan 2019 - 2023
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KRA 1: Building and Strengthening Capacities of KEWOPA Members in
delivering their core functions as Members of Parliament
Goal:

Objectives of KRA 1:

Strategies:

1.1
Capacities of
KEWOPA members strengthened to deliver
on their core
functions and
continuous implementation
of activities to
reaffirm strategic relevance
of women in
Parliament.

To build and
strengthen capacities
of members in the
core functions of
MPs (Legislation,
Representation and
Oversight

1.1.1 Harmonization of available
capacity building modules
relevant for KEWOPA members
and County Assemblies
Women’s Caucuses.
1.1.2 Experience sharing and
learning through organized
Annual KEWOPA exchange
forums.
1.1.3 Establish solid relationship
with the Centre for
Parliamentary Studies and
Training (CPST) and Kenya
School of Government (KSG)
and County Assembly Forum
(CAF) for targeted & periodic
trainings on topical issues
relevant to increase the skills
and knowledge of the female
legislators.
1.1.4 Unparalleled organizing
and participation in the EAC
legislative agenda

1.2

To establish crossparty Open Working
Groups (OWGs) by
grouping all members
into thematic areas.

1.2.1 Formation, and strengthening
of OWGs among KEWOPA
Members based on KEWOPA
Functions, Budget Sectors,
SDGs and Vision 2030/MTP III
priorities

20
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Stronger
KEWOPA in all
facets

Establish
a model
Secretariat

1.3

To equip the Executive 1.3.1 Scheduled roundtable
Committee with tools,
meetings with the Presidency,
capabilities and skills
Judiciary, Parliamentary
necessary to influence
leadership, Cabinet,
and prioritize the
Development Partners, Private
agenda of KEWOPA
Sector, CSOs, and Academia
1.3.2 Clear definition of the role
of Executive Committee
Members, the Secretariat and
the OWGs

1.2

Gain requisite
1.4.1 Conduct a needs assessment
capacity to enhance
for the members to determine
the functioning of
gaps and recommend
KEWOPA members
interventions in their mandate
to be more
1.4.2 Build individual member’s
representative, more
profiles with regards to their
effective in lawmaking,
campaign manifesto and
and more capable of
help with jointly organized
oversight
community outreach
programs

1.5

To empower the
secretariat with
human, technological
and financial
resources for effective
functioning

1.5.1 Clear definition of the
Secretariat structure, offices
and job descriptions.
1.5.2 Redefining the roles of the
Head of the Secretariat to
complement the Executive
Committee.
1.5.3 Effective human resource
management to ensure the
organization can attract,
retain high performing and
motivated staff.
1.5.4 Staff capacity development
through team building, peer
to peer learning, exchange
programmes and appraisals.
1.5.5 Institutionalized procurement
policy and procedures.
1.5.6 Enhance KEWOPA
communication strategy
through development and
adoption of an elaborate
communication strategy fit for
purpose.
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KRA 2:

Retention and Augmentation of Women in Parliament

Historically, the number of women in Parliament in Kenya has remained relatively low over
the years with the 12th Parliament recording the highest percentage of 23% combined for
both the National Assembly and Senate. The increase has been slow and gradual and only
shot up to double digit after promulgation of the Constitution of Kenya (CoK), in the 11th
Parliament.

Parliament:

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

Nat. Assembly

9

18

22

68

76

Senate

-

-

-

18

21

Total:

9

18

22

86

97

4%

8.1%

9.9%

20.5%

23%

Percentage:

To address this historical trend, the Constitution of
Kenya (CoK), 2010 in Articles 27 (8) , 81(b) and 100
provided mechanisms to increase the participation of
women and other marginalized groups in Parliament
and other leadership positions in public offices. While
this has been a step in the right direction, the current
legislation only applies itself to the County Assemblies
but efforts are underway to facilitate implementation
of the same in the National Assembly and Senate.
While representation of women in parliament remains
low, numerous gains have been recorded from their
participation in both the National Assembly and Senate
illustrating the enormous potential in having greater
number of women in Parliament.

Key highlights
within KRA 2:
 Proactive approaches by
OWGs to ensure faster
response to emerging
issues
 Structured support for
KEWOPA members on
affirmative action seats
towards transitioning to
elective positions;
 Retention of currently
elected women leaders

KEWOPA has over the years leveraged on its strategic
positioning to effectively initiate dialogue or shape legislative agenda in Kenya. However,
inadequate visibility has hampered KEWOPA’s work to be widely known and limited
linkages of its work to the grassroot level. Moving forward, KEWOPA shall in the strategic
plan period and through the OWGs established under KRA 1 seek to adopt proactive
approaches responding to emerging legislative issues of concern and ensure their efforts
are visible. The net effect of this shall be, retention of the sitting women.
1 CoK, 2010 Article 27 Equality and Freedom from Discrimination; (8) the State shall take legislative and other measures
to implement the principle that not more than two-thirds of the members of elective or appointive bodies shall be of the
same gender.
2CoK, 2010 Article 100; Parliament shall enact legislation to promote to promote representation in Parliament of Special
Interest Groups (SIGs).
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Towards leveraging on the gains realized so far, KEWOPA shall formulate and implement
programs aimed at facilitating growth and development of women leaders. These
programs shall seek to strengthen capacities of currently elected women leaders as well as
inspire and support members (especially those elected /nominated to affirmative action
positions) to vie for elective positions to create space for additional women in Parliament.
In addition to this, KEWOPA shall continuously advocate for the development of national
strategies and the legal framework to ensure greater access of women to Parliament giving
effect to Article 27(6) on equality and freedom from discrimination. This KRA may only
be realized if KEWOPA supports its current membership through structured interventions
to ensure that the current numbers of women in Parliament are retained and additional
spaces created to increase through the affirmative action positions.

KRA 2: Retention and Augmentation of Women in Parliament
Goal:

Objectives:

Strategies:

To be a leader
in Kenya’s
legislative
arena

2.1

2.1.1. KEWOPA OWGs take up
active roles in shaping and
influencing debates and
legislative processes
2.1.2. Promote gender
responsiveness in all the
legislations and policy
frameworks
2.1.3. Annual KEWOPA & Women
Leaders conferences to learn,
share experiences and adopt
new strategies for effective
legislation
2.1.4. Sustained public awareness of
the existing legal framework
gained and attitude and
perception change towards
women leadership through
community outreach
2.1.5. Communicate what the
members are championing
individually and collectively
and what it means to the
prosperity of the nation

To make KEWOPA a
principal influencer in
legislative processes

3 Art 27(6) the State shall take legislative and other measures, including affirmative action programmes and policies designed to redress any disadvantage suffered by individuals or groups because of past discrimination.
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Enhance access
to and effective
participation
of women in
Parliament

2.2

2.3
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Ensure a conducive
2.2.1 Formulate and advocate for
legal environment for
legislation that will seek to
gender equality in all
enhance the participation of
spheres including a
women in Parliament with a
gender equality policy
target of 20% increase in every
for parliament
electoral cycle
To formulate and
2.3.1. Formulate and implement
implement capacity
programs that will inspire
enhancement
and facilitate growth of the
programs for current
specially elective affirmative
members to ensure
action position into elective
retention and growth
positions
and mainstream
2.3.2. Formulate interventions
mentorship of current
including strategic positioning
and future aspiring
of the women and influencing
women leaders
of political parties to ensure
retention of current KEWOPA
members to safeguard gains
realized so far
2.3.3. Implement programs aimed
at gender mainstreaming
of Parliament and County
Assemblies processes, practice
and procedure
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Key Legislative Agenda for the KEWOPA members
2019-2022
i.

Legislation to promote unequivocal adoption, integration and
application of Article 10 on National values and principles of governance
into the collective fabric of the nation across all ages and gender.

ii.

Effective implementation of the Constitutional legislative Provisions e.g.
Article 27 (6) on Equality and Freedom from Discrimination.

iii.

Influence the review of the electoral system and its impact on the political
participation of women and inclusivity in, and reform as appropriate, for
compliance with the constitutional two-thirds gender principle.

iv.

Advocating for gender responsive budgets and gender mainstreaming
of all public and private institutions to increase access to opportunities
by both genders in the light of achieving Vision 2030 together as a
nation.

v.

Legislations to directly address violent extremism and specifically
rehabilitation, reintegration and compensation of victims of Terrorism
and Violent Extremism.

vi.

Active legislative participation in the implementation of the UN Security
Council Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security.

vii.

Address Human Trafficking and other related vices and crimes

viii.

Review and amend agriculture related laws e.g. Tea Act, Cooperative
Societies Act to ensure that farmers especially women gain profitably
from agriculture and contribute to the economic growth of Kenya.

ix.

Address sanitation in schools, breastfeeding at workplaces, reproductive
health and adolescent needs, basic education, women in transportation
needs among other practical and strategic gender needs and issues.

x.

Address Sexual and Gender based violence.
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KRA 3:

Human Capital Development

KEWOPA appreciates that quality of policy debate and legislative processes is a key part
of improving the quality of life of a country’s citizens. However, quality and transformative
legislation can only be realized based on availability of reliable information, education,
training and learning which is simply Human Capital Development (HCD). Further,
numerous research has been carried out in the country but dissemination of the
findings is often a challenge in most instances leading to duplication of resources where
different stakeholders conduct research in similar areas. The emphasis on research and
dissemination as a core function is invaluable in supporting legislative processes. HCD will
in the medium to long term assist KEWOPA in four aspects; (i), it will dissociate KEWOPA
from the overshadowing political underpinnings; (ii), enhance quality of discussions and
legislations as a result of evidence based processes; (iii), the research component will
create essential formal and informal linkages between KEWOPA and the general public,
and (iv), it will increase goodwill of local and international development partners to
support KEWOPAs initiatives, processes and interventions as well as enhance the country’s
knowledge management system.
In addition to conducting research and disseminating findings in its core areas of interest,
KEWOPA shall seek to leverage on the various research efforts by other development
partners through the establishment of a broad-based research repository that shall collect
research works for internal and external reference. This shall seek to make KEWOPA the goto-centre for research and reference centre on gender and other social matters.

KRA 3: Human Capital Development
Goal:

Objectives:

3.1.
To be a centre of
excellence in Human
Capital
Development
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Strategies:

To establish a
3.1.1. Commission/ carry out
research arm
gender impact assessment
and knowledge
of legislations and programs/
management
government priorities and
centre
influence interventions.
3.1.2. Establish collaboration with
research bodies (Academia,
Think Tanks, KIPPRA) and other
policy research consultants
for Capacity building for
participatory research and
learning on political, economic
and social issues of national
interest
3.1.3. Institutionalization of research
and knowledge management as
one of the enablers of KEWOPA
functions
3.1.4. Development of knowledge
sharing strategy and E-learning
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KRA 4:

Brand Visibility

KEWOPA has over the years been vibrant and has carried out numerous relevant activities.
While these activities are of great public interest, more often than not these processes,
activities and other efforts are not effectively captured and communicated to the general
public. In the current strategic planning period, KEWOPA shall commit the required
resources to ensure that its activities, processes, outcomes, gains and other elements are
effectively captured and communicated to the outside world. This is expected to boost and
enhance the profile of KEWOPA by building her credibility and visibility with the intentions
of creating awareness and possibly attracting a pool of both local and international funding
partners.

KRA 4: Brand Visibility
Goal:
Objectives:
4.1. To achieve fair and
Positive
balanced portrayal
visibility
of women leaders in
of
public spaces
KEWOPA
as an
institution
and all the
individual
members

Strategies:
4.1.1. Bonding meetings aimed at
enhancing ownership and support of
the organization by the members
4.1.2. Programmed Media Initiatives
including profiling and fair coverage
of women in leadership and
governance spheres
4.1.3. Intentional engagement of Media
Owners Association, Media Council
of Kenya, Kenya Union of Journalists,
Editors Guild, Association of Media
Women in Kenya, African Women
and Child Features Services, among
others for strategic partnerships
and sustainable positive working
relationship.
4.1.4. Develop public information units,
visitor and constituent information
centers on the KEWOPA website and
individual member’s portals
4.1.5. Develop and disseminate information
and promotional materials and
publication activities by engaging
mainstream media and alternative
media sources and platforms
including ICT.
4.1.6. Develop and implement a fit for
purpose KEWOPA communication
strategy
4.1.7. Active engagement in community
outreach activities.
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4.2.

4.3.
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To enhance the
4.2.1. Active participation and support of
unique positioning
the women rights movement in Kenya
of KEWOPA as a
in addressing emerging issues
national platform of 4.2.2. Develop a partnership policy to guide
women in leadership
the collaboration and development of
partnerships and relationships
4.2.3. Proactive response to national issues
of concern across gender
4.2.4. Online and print periodic publishing
the legislative record and other
activities by the members.
Institutionalization of 3.1.5. Establish a system for tracking
Bill Tracker and other
and communicating women
communication tools
achievements in legislative and policy
work
3.1.6. Development of a strong legislative
accountability matrix evidencing how
gender equality laws will transforms
the governance terrain for women
4.3.1. Amplify the voice and contribution
of women leaders in Kenya and in
the region by disseminating the
information to the public.
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KRA 5:

Effective Resource Mobilization for Sustainability

Resource mobilization (RM) and Fundraising (FR) are
essential and critical for the survival as well as effective
The KEWOPA fundraising
operation of an institution. At present, KEWOPA
and Resource
depends primarily on members contributions but
Mobilization KRA:
relies heavily on donor funding to a tune of almost
100%. Essentially donor funding is in most instances  Seeks to secure a lifeline for
KEWOPA (core funding);
unreliable and often creates a financial risk to the
recipient organization especially when they rely on  Healthy funding pipeline
for medium to long-term
donors even for core funding4. Over the years, KEWOPA
(from
bi-laterals
and
has not utilized its strategic positioning well enough to
multilaterals);
leverage on available funding opportunities. Available
donor funding has been on the decline in terms of  Short-term/ activity based
funding from private sector;
number of donors as well as financial support to the

Healthy mix of donors.
organization. In addition to this, total dependence on
donor funding also puts the organization at risk of  Consistent annual and
monthly
membership
losing its focus in pursuit of donor areas of interest. This
subscriptions
has brought KEWOPA to the realization that the lifeline
of KEWOPA may be at risk due to the lack of guaranteed
medium to long-term financing and the dependence of member’s contributions whose
payments rates are very low.
To address this, KEWOPA is proposing to initiate a robust, dynamic and aggressive resource
mobilization and fundraising process that will see the organization raise Kshs 445.7 Million5
by the end of 2023. This resource mobilization component is based on 4 main objectives
which comprise; (i), establishing and securing a lifeline for KEWOPA core funding; (ii),
generating a healthy pipeline of medium to long-term funding from development partners
(bilateral and multilateral partners); (iii), securing short-term/activity based funding from
private sector stakeholders; (iv), having a healthy mix of donors in the period extending
2019 – 2023.

4
5

Core funding – financing for basic organizational expenses
Broad based budget based on programmes and activities
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KRA 6: Effective Resource Mobilization for Sustainability
Goal:
Objectives:
5.1 To secure KEWOPAs
KEWOPA
lifeline through
mobilizes at
sufficient RM and FR
least Kshs 445.7
for core funding
Million in core
and program
funding by
2023

6.1.

Strategies:
5.1.1. Institutionalize KEWOPA
members contributions
(annual and monthly
subscriptions)
5.1.2. Mapping the strength of
partners and stakeholders
so as to engage them
meaningfully.
5.1.3. Seeking medium-long term
financing support for core
funding

5.2.

To raise Kshs 445.7
million for medium to
long-term program
support

5.2.1. Intensify RM and FR efforts to
secure funding from bilateral
and multilateral development
partners including nontraditional partners

5.3

To establish a healthy
funding mix for
KEWOPA

5.2.3 Seeking solid, reliable and
more sustainable longterm/multi-year funding
partnerships for the
organization

Sources of Financial, Material and Technical Support for
KEWOPA 2019-2023
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Chapter 3
The Implementation Framework

This section discusses each of the identified Key Result Areas (KRAs) in chapter 2 and
expounds on the strategies to the level of broad activities that KEWOPA will pursue in
the strategic planning period. Each KRA will form the basis of preparing the yearly work
plans and during implementation of the work plans the actual costs will be identified.
The framework has been formulated in such a way that it will not only form a basis for
annual planning but will also be used as a monitoring tool throughout the strategic
plan period. Where possible the matrix includes the units of measure for the strategies/
activities, targets for the five year period (time frame), the financial requirement to deliver
the targets and the responsibility for delivery. The components of the implementation
matrix are elaborated below for a common understanding and ease of interpretation of
the implementation plan.

Priority Mapping: Summary of Implementation Framework
PRIORITY CYCLE

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

ESTIMATED
BUDGET (KSHS)

BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING CAPACITIES OF KEWOPA MEMBERS IN DELIVERING THEIR CORE FUNCTIONS AS PARLIAMENTARIANS
Formulation of a robust, dynamic and
comprehensive capacity building program
for KEWOPA members and County
Assemblies Women’s Caucuses including
induction.

500,000

Exposure visits to other legislative bodies
within the East African Community and the
Common Wealth.

10,000,000

Experience sharing and learning through
organized Four (3) Annual KEWOPA Conferences.

24,000,000

Establish solid relationship with the Centre
for Parliamentary Studies and Training
(CPST) for targeted & topical trainings in
advancing members’work.

200,000

Formation, and strengthening of OWGs
among KEWOPA Members based on KEWOPA Functions, Budget Sectors, SDGs and
Vision 2030/MTP III priorities

1,000,000

SUB-TOTAL
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35,700,000
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PRIORITY CYCLE

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

ESTIMATED
BUDGET (KSHS)

RETENTION AND AUGMENTATION OF WOMEN IN PARLIAMENT
Formulate and advocate for legislation that
will seek to enhance the participation of
women in Parliament with a target of 20%
increase in every electoral cycle

5,000,000

Formulate and implement programs that
will inspire and facilitate growth of KEWOPA
members from affirmative action seats into
elective positions

100,000,000

Formulate interventions including strategic
positioning and influencing of political
parties to ensure retention of current
KEWOPA members to safeguard gains
realized so far

100,000,000

Implement programs aimed at gender
mainstreaming of Parliament and County
Assemblies processes, practice and
procedure

50,000,000

KEWOPA OWGs take up active roles in
shaping and influencing debates and
legislative processes
Influence the review of the electoral system
and its impact on the political participation
of women and inclusivity in, and reform
as appropriate, for compliance with the
constitutional two-thirds gender principle
for elective position

10,000,000

Sustained public awareness of the existing
legal framework gained and attitude
and perception change towards women
leadership through community outreach

9,000,000

Communicate what the members are
championing and what it means to the
citizens

5,000,000

SUB-TOTAL
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279,000,000

PRIORITY CYCLE

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

ESTIMATED
BUDGET (KSHS)

HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
Commission/ carry out gender impact
assessment of legislations and programs/
government priorities and influence
interventions.

5,000,000

Establish a system for tracking and
communicating women achievements in
legislative and policy work

1,000,000

Institutionalization of Monitoring,
Evaluation, Research and Learning (MERL)

4,000,000

Building capacity of KEWOPA as a HCD
centre in partnership with other partners
on political economic and social issues of
national interest.
Development of knowledge sharing
strategy

400,000
1,000,000

Development of a strong legislative
accountability matrix evidencing how
gender equality laws will transform the
governance terrain of the nation
SUB-TOTAL

11,400,000

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Institutionalize KEWOPA members
contributions
Seeking medium-long term financing
support for core funding

1,000,000

Intensify RM and FR efforts to secure
funding from bilateral and multilateral
development partners

2,000,000

Establish partnerships with private sector
actors to finance short-term activities and
events for KEWOPA and offer philanthropy
support towards the endowment fund
Seeking solid, reliable and more sustainable
long-term/multi-year funding partnerships
for the organization
SUB-TOTAL
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3,000,000
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PRIORITY CYCLE

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

ESTIMATED
BUDGET (KSHS)

BRAND VISIBILITY
Bonding meetings aimed at enhancing
ownership and support of the organization
by the members

6,000,000

Development and implementation of a
communication strategy

7,000,000

Develop public information units, visitor
and constituent information centers on the
KEWOPA website and individual member’s
portals

200,000

Active participation and support of the
women rights movement in Kenya in
addressing emerging issues

2,000,000

Train CSOs on legislative relations and
deploy an open door policy to like minded
CSOs and work collaboratively

2,000,000

Develop a partnership policy to guide
the collaborative and development
partnerships and relationships

200,000

Proactive response to national issues of
concern across gender

5,000,000

Online and print periodic publishing the
legislative record and other activities by the
members

3,000,000

SUB-TOTAL

25,400,000

PARTICIPATION IN THE PROMOTION OF PEACE AND SECURITY
Robust gender responsive legislative
framework and other mechanisms for
peace and security in Kenya

10,000,000

SUB-TOTAL
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10,000,000

PRIORITY CYCLE

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

ESTIMATED
BUDGET (KSHS)

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING
Scheduled roundtable meetings with
the Presidency, Judiciary, Parliamentary
leadership, Cabinet, Development Partners,
Private Sector, CSOs, and Academia.

5,000,000

Clear definition of the role of Executive
Committee Members and the Secretariat
on the principle of complementarity
Conduct a needs assessment for the
members to determine gaps and
recommend interventions in their mandate.

200,000

Build individual member’s profiles with
regards to their campaign manifesto and
their committee work in parliament

500,000

Review of the HRM Policy to ensure the
organization can attract, retain high
performing and motivated staff

300,000

3,000,000

Staff capacity development through team
building, peer to peer learning, exchange
programmes and appraisals

300,000

Institutionalized procurement policy and
procedures

300,000

Enhance KEWOPA communication strategy
through development and adoption of a
of an elaborate communication strategy fit
for purpose
Review of Institution policy documents and
manuals(HR policy, procurement policy,)

300,000
300,000

Development of new organizational
policies e.g. (Preventing and Addressing
Sexual Harassment Policy, Anti-fraud Policy,
etc) to conform to development partners’
requirements
Operational Costs /office running and staff
salaries and benefits

60,000,000
SUB-TOTAL
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71,000,000
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Chapter 4
4.0 Organizational Structure, Critical Success Factors, 		
Monitoring and Evaluation
4.1

Organogram

Strategic planning will not be useful to any organisation if the structures, processes and
staffing are not aligned. This strategic planning process appreciated that the human
resource function is critical to the delivery of a strategic plan as it is the engine that will
propel the organization and its members to achieve thegoal and objectives. This strategic
plan took cognisance of three elements; (i), the proposed organizational structure as per
the 2014 – 2018 Strategic Plan; (ii) the current operational structure and (iii), the optimal
structure that can deliver on the strategic plan. The 2014-2018 strategy had proposed a
structure but this was not implemented due to lack of adequate funding arrangements to
sustain it.
For the current planning period and in view of the high
tasks set out within this document, the 2018 -2023
strategy proposes critical structural adjustments to
the organizational structure of KEWOPA. These include
the re-establishment of an executive office at the
helm of the secretariat, three senior level managers (a
programs manager and a finance and administration
manager) and at the bare minimum 4 program officers
to be assigned to the TWGs and carry out day-to-day
program tasks. Thestructural review has been guided
by the new strategy and aimsat ensuring optimal
performance of the secretariat towards delivering
the KEWOPA mandate and the strategic plan. The
current structure has been designed with succession
planningin mind allowing the Executive Officer to
have three (3) Senior Managers and four (4) Program
Level Officers and two (2) Assistant Program Officers in
charge of MERL and Legal Office respectively.
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Organizational Structure:
 Re-establishment of the
Executive officers position
 3 Teams (Programs, FINAD
and PR, Communications
and Partnerships
 4 Program officers
 Program officers to
be distributed among
the OWGs to carry out
administrative functions
 Structured Internship
program for creating a
quality pool of interns to
bolster KEWOPA work.

KEWOPA Members( AGM)

The organizational structural review encompasses periodic job evaluations, planning and
regular appraisal mechanisms to ensure optimal performance and service delivery. In
addition to this, KEWOPA appreciates the need to have high level talent, skill and expertise
within the organization and this necessitates a review of the pay structure to match the
current market rates to motivate the staff and reduce
the high staff turn-over that has plagued the secretariat
Mechanisms to implement over time. The structure shall be reviewed from time to
the proposed HR structure time to ensure that it remains optimal to the needs of
KEWOPA. A comprehensiveperformance management
 Recruitment subject to
framework will also benecessary to ensure that
availability of fiscal and
KEWOPA is able to attract and retain the best talents in
other resources;
the sector.
 Partnerships with
development partners to
secure seconded staff/NDI/
UN Volunteers
 Leverage on industrial
attachments to engage
university students for the
clerical and administrative
tasks

Recruitment and retention of good human resources
requires abundant resources which may not be
available in the short-run. To address this, KEWOPA shall
restructure and implement this proposed structure
on a needs basis in the short term and shall reach out
to key partners such as the UN to secure HR support
in terms of UN Volunteers or seconded staff to work
within KEWOPA until the organization is able to operate
independently. This will be tied to KRA 6 on fundraising
and resource mobilization which shall be critical to the
retention and sustainably of KEWOPA.
KEWOPA Strategic Plan 2019 - 2023
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The function of Fundraising and Resource Mobilization shall be outsourced to an external
consultant and will be directly placed within the office of the Executive Officer and
managed as an outsourced service.

4.2

Critical Success Factors

4.3

Monitoring, Evaluation, Research and Learning (MERL)

In developing this strategic plan, the organization assessed and identified the various
elementsthat must be right for the organization to edge closer to implement the mandate
and mission towards realising the vision. The critical success factors were identified as
follows:
•
Effective fundraising and resource mobilization (building the lifeline and pipeline of
KEWOPA;
•
Establishment and sustenance of KEWOPA as the key women parliamentary caucus
and convener of actors on gender responsive legislations;
•
Recruitment and retention of competent and skilled team of staff to carry out key
functions;
•
Stable national and political environment;
•
KEWOPA’s ability to establish, broaden and deepen relations with key partners;
•
Compliance to statutory requirements;
•
Amendment of critical sections of the KEWOPA constitution to enhance efficiency

KEWOPA regards MERL as a strategic component of its management and strategy. We
will thus continue to invest in improving our MERL frameworks, tools and practices.
The specific objective of the sub pillar is to optimize KEWOPA’s MERL system to support
effective delivery and demonstration of results for both learning and accountability.
In the period 2019-2023, KEWOPA endeavors to undertake execute the following strategic
interventions:
i.
MERL system strengthening: Consolidate present MERL practices into a complete
MERL system comprising institutional level MERL frameworks, tools and policies;
Develop a custom-made web based system for MERL; and Strengthen reporting
capacity especially impact reporting.
ii.
Knowledge generation: Carry out and disseminate governance related research
studies and or knowledge products annually. Establish a functional knowledge
management system. Research will seek to meet both internal and external
information/ data needs.
iii.
Learning: Further systematize/ structure internal and external learning processes
(focus, format, scheduling etc.)
iv.
MERL capacity: Continuously strengthen the MERL capacity of KEWOPA (quality
and quantity of MERL staff, allocation of resources for MERL, clarity of MERL
responsibilities, use of ICT tools and platforms). Also invest in increasing the creative
thinking and innovative capacity of KEWOPA.
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With the foregoing, a comprehensive M&E framework will be developed to facilitate
monitoring, evaluation, learning and knowledge management as part of this strategic
plan. The proposed M&E framework is guidedby the following considerations:

Focus on results – In this strategic plan, KEWOPA has defined the results framework
and the targets that will be achieved over a five-year period. The key results
established in the results framework shall form the basis of the M&E framework

Comprehensive performance indicators – this constitutes the development of a set
of matrices to measure progress toward ‘each result’ in the Results Framework. This is
done in a participatory process where KEWOPA management and staff shall validate
all the indicators. The final set of indicators will be designed to meet the following
criteria:
•
Exact measure of each result in the Results Framework;
•
Clarity about what is to be measured andhow;
•
Indicator data can be collected in a timely and cost-effectivemanner.

Contain a comprehensive M&E plan – the managementtool that outlines what data
will be collected, how it will becollected and who will collect.

Establish a baseline for all indicators – provides an indication the current situation,
how well results have been achieved in the past. The baseline is useful in setting and
agreeing future targets for the result areas;

Scheduled and periodic collection of performance data -Collecting data for the
identified performance indicators is acrucial step of the results-based process.
The M&E Plan shall be used to continually assess the management’s performance towards
the Key Result Areas as set out within this strategy. A terminal M&E plan will be formulated
to ensure that all activities through the year are geared towards achieving set targets
within each of the KRAs. The critical indicators will he embedded into the performance
management framework for all secretariat staff and shall be appraised against and the
platform through which the KEWOPA Executive Committee shall also be appraised upon.
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